EARTH
DAY
Wednesday

April 22 nd

Good Planets are hard to
find!
Come Celebrate with us! There will be food, speakers, live
music by

Rey Fresco

and a chance to win prizes.

Sponsered by the Communication Club
~

11am- 3:30pm
Where~ South Quad

Time~

"The ultimate test of man's conscience may be his willingness to
sacrifice something today for future generations whose words of
thanks will not be heard."
— Gaylord Nelson
former governor of Wisconsin, co-founder of Earth Day

*For more information contact Kasey Kelly at kasey.kelly142@dolphin.csuci.edu
This gathering is subtitled “Good planets are hard to find!” and that’s true. But they
aren’t impossible to find. Just yesterday astronomers announced the discovery of an
earth-like planet orbiting a star 20 light years away that could be a water world. It is
right in what astronomers call the Goldilocks zone – not too hot and not too cold for
liquid water. This ocean-planet, called Gliese 581d, has a 66-day year, and spectacular
sunsets, for its sun is about 10x bigger in the sky than ours (but proportionally dimmer).
We don’t know yet whether there is life there or not. We’ve discovered a new world
(recall what happened last time that happened?).
I kid you not, this was published yesterday! So are we saved? When are we going there?
Who gets to go first? Unfortunately I have some bad news. The furthest any manmade
object has traveled is about 6 billion miles (6e9) by the Voyager spacecraft since its
launch in 1977. Gliese 581 is 20 l.y. or 1e14 miles away, so even if Voyager was going
in the right direction, it has only gone 1/15,000 of the distance and it would take 500
thousand years to get there. The universe is a pretty big place! So we’re not quite ready
to pay a visit to Gliese 581 – or any other star for that matter, and it would indeed
behoove us to keep earth habitable for at least a few more generations– so our grandkids
can develop stargates or warp drive or whatever that enables practical space travel.
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The search for good planets is important, because finding more will teach us all kinds of
general principles about climate, stability, change, etc. – that might help us better
understand and manage our own planet’s climate and habitability.
How many of you have heard of the Gaia hypothesis by Sir James Lovelock? Here’s the
definition of it from Wikipedia:
The Gaia hypothesis is an ecological hypothesis proposing that the biosphere and the
physical components of the Earth are closely integrated to form a complex
interacting system that maintains the climatic and biogeochemical conditions on
Earth in a preferred homeostasis. Originally proposed by James Lovelock as the
earth feedback hypothesis, it was named the Gaia Hypothesis, after the Greek
supreme goddess of Earth. The hypothesis is frequently described as viewing the
Earth as a single organism.
I don’t want to discuss the validity of this hypothesis now, but rather point out to you
where Lovelock got the idea. It came from studying Mars. Launched a couple years
before Voyager, our most distant space probe, Viking was the most ambitious and
expensive mission to Mars until the 1990s, and its major stated goal was to search for
life. But how? What kind of life should we look for on Mars? What if Martians don’t
have DNA? Lovelock was asked to help answer these question, and instead he
concluded that there was no life on Mars – the planet was dead, and we didn’t need to
send an expensive spacecraft to find that out. Lovelock figured this out in the in the late
1960’s, and he was right. This shows the great predictive power of science. And his
thinking and analysis led to the Gaia hypothesis.
Some of you may think of astronomy as a pretty useless, romantic, or esoteric subject.
But to the contrary, it has been and will continue to be very applied and useful to
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helping us understand and manage our earth. Its convenient to think that solving climate
change and other great problems is a challenge for engineers, for the energy and auto
companies, etc., and I’m an artist, or a communications major, etc. I disagree. You
artists and communication majors are uniquely positioned to help raise awareness and
focus attention on these problems, thereby giving scientists and engineers the resources
to do what they do. These problems are a challenge for all of us, and we can each help
in any number of unconventional and creative ways, as did Lovelock. The rest of my
talk will focus on a distant domain from astronomy, and that is International
Development.
What I mean by International development is the application of science, technology,
engineering, business, and economics, to helping people in different economies and
cultures. Do you know how many people on this planet earn <$2/day? 4 billion people –
2/3 of our brothers and sisters.
Try to visualize placing the world’s population in a pyramid, with purchasing power
increasing as you climb the pyramid. The bottom or base of the pyramid consists of 4
billion poor people. Near the top of the pyramid are about 10 million millionaires, and
above them are 500 billionaires. Bill Gates sits at the peak. This is the economic state of
our earth right now. We can wring our hands at this ghastly statistic of inequity, or we
can see it as an opportunity. The 4 billion poor people are the largest emerging market
on the planet, virtually untouched by multinational corporations, and poised for
economic growth.
Part of the reason that wealth is so inequitably distributed is that the vast majority of
educated people work for the vast minority of wealthy people. In other words, the
education pyramid is inverted. Why is this? Well, the schools are formed by wealthy
people, most students have to have financial means to afford the programs, and the
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subject matter – the examples, case studies, homework, relate to problems of the upper
classes. And frankly, you work for the rich folks for the same reason Willie Sutton
robbed banks, “because that’s where the money is”. But money and power are shifting
now, and the sheer number of poor at the base, even when multiplied by meager
individual spending power, adds up to significant economic power.
There are a few university programs focusing on development for the bottom of the
economic pyramid, addressing particular problems, constraints, challenges, therein. For
the past few years I’ve been involved with two such programs, at MIT and at Caltech.
The problems we’ve addressed involve a broad range of appropriate technologies and
products, and we’ve made several breakthroughs that may improve the lives of millions
or billions of poor people. We’re developing better ways to grow and process food,
purify and pump water, compost and recycle waste, produce light, energy, biogas,
cooking heat, transportation, etc. Here are a few examples of the kinds of products I’m
talking about. For more information, google me or drop me an email, and sign up for my
Energy and Society class next term, Phys/Chem 334.
This is a corn sheller. Tens of millions of women and kids shell corn between their
thumb and forefingers. This simple piece of tin does the job about 5 times faster.
Making and selling this – for about a dollar -- can also provide work and income that
dramatically raises the standard of living of for local merchants.
What is the biggest cause of death is in much of the developing world? Respiratory
failure from indoor air pollution, from wood burning stoves. We’ve designed cleaner
and more efficient wood stoves, but another approach is to burn charcoal, which emits
<10% of the smoke as wood. The cheapest charcoal press – to make briquettes – cost
about $30, but this functional press invented at MIT can be made for just a few dollars,
and its faster with a skilled operator.
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Ultrabright light emitting diodes or LEDs are ripe for replacing candles and
conventional flashlights in the developing world. But their unique spectral or color
characteristics also apply to medical imaging. I’ve started a company to design and
disseminate radically inexpensive medical diagnostic instruments, such as a
fluorescence microscope that now costs upwards of $20k, for ~$100, by building it with
a $10 webcam and an LED.
As a final example, at MIT last summer a few of us discovered a new way to thresh
pearl millet with a bicycle. Millet is a staple grain of millions of poor in Africa and
India, but you probably mainly encounter it as bird feed. We estimate that our simple
thresher, a prototype is by the Bike Club table, could save millions of African and
Indian women 35 days each per year of tedious work.
There are all kinds of simple ideas waiting to be discovered and developed. One of my
favorites: a poor Brazilian made a skylight in his house by putting a soda bottle through
his roof, and it gives off the same light as a 60 watt bulb during the day. There’s a great
youtube video of it. To save this planet, ideas and change will have to come from
everywhere – from astronomers to people working with the billions of poor to you.
The future may look dire, but realize that it’s looked dire for a very long time and we’re
still here. We survived the cold war and a very real threat of nuclear war. The glass is
both partly empty and partly full. These times offer great opportunities for impacting
your destiny and that of future generations. Realize that in times when all appears well
and calm, advocating change is much harder than it is now. So embrace the
opportunities created by current crises and let your creative juices flow. Don’t feel over
constrained by conventional choices, in education nor career.
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Consider Albert Einstein’s words: "We can't solve problems by using the same kind of
thinking we used when we created them."
Thank you.
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